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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
North Strabane Township is a community that

accommodate single-family homes along

consistently looks towards the future.

with many other different housing options that
support a wide range of citizen needs and

Located in Washington County, North

desires.

Strabane was formally established as a
North Strabane is able to provide its citizens

municipality in 1781 highly influenced by the

with a place to work and play. Anything but a

Irish heritage of its original settlers. Today, the

“bedroom community,” residents value the

Township attracts citizens with varying interests

number of different businesses and

and pursuits. The young desire to come; aging

corporations that call North Strabane their

desire to stay. There is a range of housing

homes as well. Beyond the municipal

options that allow both those starting in their

boundaries, the Township’s central location in

professional careers and those established in

Washington County makes commuting less

their careers to live in North Strabane. The

challenging than many of the surrounding

reason that diverse demographics are drawn

municipalities. In addition to having industries

to the Township is notable for the fact that it

of their own, North Strabane provides its

provides its community with services and

citizens with a suburban-style commercial

necessities while offering its citizens an

corridor that allows residents to shop locally

invaluable component – the chance to grow

and conveniently.

- grow as individuals, grow as neighbors, and

Once more, North Strabane is looking towards

grow as a community.

its future. As a municipality it recognizes that

North Strabane upward trends continue.

thoughtful land use and development-related

Population has increased from 10,057 in 2000

decisions have moved forward from

to 13,580 in 2013, a substantial change in such

expanding what does happen toward

a short period, with which the municipality has

perfecting what can happen. North Strabane

been able to keep up. In an effort to retain

has the ability to shape and enhance its

the vistas of semi-rural land along with more

community so that it can keep providing the

concentrated areas of residential

services and environment that its citizens so

neighborhoods, the Township recognizes the

deeply value.

significance of guiding its land use patterns.
The Township has been able to

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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N O R T H S T R AB AN E T O W N S H I P
2 0 1 5 - 2 0 2 5 C O M P R E H E N S I V E P L AN
 Adopt policies that create

OVERVIEW

places that are distinctive,
This document serves as an update to the

sustainable and contribute to

community’s 2003 Comprehensive Plan. The

increasing the Township’s

plan aims to identify principles in character,

overall vitality.

infrastructure, land use and development

 Focus non-residential

strategies to preserve the different districts

development in relationship to

within the Township. It builds upon the

regional access and targeted

development done throughout the Township

to proximity of more densely

since 2003 and establishes a refined

developed residential areas.

framework of insights, aspirations and goals for

Design considerations are

the future of North Strabane and how to

important.

achieve them.

 Support the existing wide range
of housing choice in the
community.
 Preserve the rural character of
the community, including the
appearance of roads, as well
as the landscape.
 Support rights-of-way that
create an attractive public

Planning Principles

realm and make exceptional

 Encourage quality design for all

places for people.

uses, recognizing density has

 Create better-connected

important economic

places, in part, to improve the

implications and is an outcome

function of the street network

of creating a quality place.

and also to better serve

 Create places to live that are

neighborhoods.

conducive to multi-

 Align development with

generational living.

accessible infrastructure
service

v

Observation 1 – North Strabane has been

OBSERVATIONS AND ISSUES

increasingly revered in Southwestern
Understanding the physical makeup of the

Pennsylvania as a community with an

community is an important factor in

attractive and desirable “quality of life.”

determining the direction that is prudent for

x

the Township to take in outlining the future

Issue A – North Strabane has a
reputation of being a safe,

vision of the community. To this end, the

comfortable and attractive place to

Comprehensive Plan project analyzed the

live.

demographic trends of the last 15 years.

x

These trends are located in the rear portions

Issue B – The scale and relationship of
the Township’s land uses promote a

of the Comprehensive Plan.

blend of walkable neighborhood

North Strabane Township is situated on the

developments and semi-rural

northeastern portion of Washington County

landscapes with long views.

with growth impacts stemming from its

x

location accessible to both the I-79 and US 19
corridors.

Issue C – The eclectic and diverse
mixture of non-residential activity
provides residents with every-day

As the Township analyzed detailed facts and

needs, specialized services and

figures a number of questions began to rise to

employment opportunities.

the surface. How are the Township’s assets

x

and challenges impacting quality of life in

Issue D – The US 19 Corridor serves as

North Strabane? What are the community’s

both a local and regional destination.

vision and goals for the future? What will the

More importantly, the quality and

Township look like in 5, 10, 20 years from now?

appearance of the commercial

How can the Township take advantage of the

district impacts the community’s

many opportunities available in order to

image.

reach these goals? The first part of the

x

Comprehensive Plan addresses these

Issue E – Much of the Township’s
investments have focused on the

questions. Opportunities and issues arising in

community’s core and western areas.

the Township are a result of numerous factors,

x

which serve as key influences in defining the

Issue F – There is a growing number of

Comprehensive Plan’s recommendations and

cultural venues/activities within and

in identifying potential impacts of future

surrounding that Township that enrich

planning decisions. Outlined below is an

the community’s quality of life.

overview of the key observations and issues
gleaned to date.

vi

x

x

Issue G – Those unfamiliar with the
Township are challenged to locate its

significantly out-pace inflation, young

community facilities because of the

families as well as older, retired

general lack of a unified signage or

residents may be challenged to find

“wayfinding” system.

available, affordable living
opportunities within the Township.

Observation 2 – The Township’s population

x

trends and social needs are shifting.

x

challenged to maintain the larger,
single-family properties.

family households have the potential
to impact Township’s type of social

Observation 4 – Because the community

services that will be needed in the

continues to approach its desired build-out of

future.

previously undeveloped land, future growth
needs to be strategic with appropriately

Issue B – The future cost of additional

aligned infrastructure services.

social services to support the growing

x

older population will most likely be
greater than in the past.

and the Municipal Authority are
influential to both community building

the Township are diverse.

patterns and impacts on the
Issue A – A range of residential

Township’s overall rural, semi-rural and

products, architectural styles and sizes

developed area character.

are available vis-à-vis the Township’s

x

existing housing stock. Residents have

Issue B – Land use decisions and
infrastructure decisions are intimately

the ability to purchase a variety of

connected to impacts on future

homes. More importantly, the stability

Township traffic and development

of the Township’s neighborhood has

policies.

historically made home ownership a
sound investment.

x

Issue A – Infrastructure project
coordination between the Township

Observation 3 – Housing opportunities within

x

Issue D – Older residents, often on fixed
incomes, are generally more

Issue A – The community’s increasing
median age and number of non-

x

Issue C – If housing values continue to

Observation 5 – The Township’s residents value
their green spaces and civic amenities.

Issue B – As homes within the
community age, maintenance needs

x

of the housing stock will continue to

Issue A – While the Township’s historic
pattern of development and

increase.

topography limit the feasibility of

vii

providing additional active or passive

certain points of the day. A portion of

green space within the western area

this is from continued Township growth;

of the community, the community’s

other impacts are a result of

eastern hills and valleys provide

growth/resident shifts in the broader

opportunity for the creation of

region.

additional open space areas as

Observation 7 – Outside planning and

needed for future population growth

development has the potential to influence

demands.

x

the direction of North Strabane’s future
planning efforts.

Issue B – The potential exists to link the
community’s system of existing and

x

future open spaces through

Issue A – The impact and specific
parcel locations of the proposed

“greenways.”

Southern Beltway corridor remains to

x

Issue C – Currently, it is challenging for

be determined.

residents and visitors to intuitively find

x

the Township’s green space areas.

Issue B – The timing and extent of the
Southern Beltway’s future

Formal connections. and “wayfinding”

maintenance and improvement

signage could be improved.

projects could temporarily and/or
permanently impact commuting and
development patterns.
Within the Township, there are many
distinctive development areas or

Observation 6 – The community’s street
network and traffic patterns contribute both

“neighborhoods” along with broad and

positively and negatively to the Township’s

sweeping undeveloped landscapes. The
defining characteristics of neighborhoods

overall quality of life.

typically include land use patterns, building

x

x

Issue A – The existing

forms, intensity of development and rights-of-

predominate/arterial road patterns

way. In addition to defining neighborhoods

dissuade pedestrian activity.

and their characteristics, the Township has key
opportunity areas, community facilities,

Issue B – Regional traffic demands and

gateways, key circulation routes, intersection

the circulation patterns of the Route

concerns, infrastructure service coordination

519 interchange area and other

and slopes that should be considered as part

portions of arterial roads exhibit

of future planning efforts.

slowed/debilitating conditions at
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SUMMARY OF ISSUES AND

Housing needs for an aging population

OPPORTUNITIES

Expectations that the population will be aging
in North Strabane and continue in the region

Residential Development

and the state may have implications on future

The availability of housing is one of the most

housing availability. Today, individuals are

fundamental quality of life elements for

living longer and are looking for a wide range

Township residents. Current housing options

of housing choices within the same

available in North Strabane consist of a wide

community. Accordingly, they are more

variety of homes. This meets the needs of

active and independent than past

many but the need for other housing types

generations in this age group. Traditionally,

may grow as the demographics of Township

focus for development has centered on

changes over time.

housing for families with children. Empty
nesters and the baby boom generation will
continue to need applicable housing choices
to allow them to remain in North Strabane, as
their housing needs change with their
lifestyles.
Preserving and strengthening North Strabane’s
existing neighborhoods
A community’s housing stock serves as the
foundation that defines its neighborhoods,
frames its streets, and contributes to the

Housing needs for young professionals

overall character of the community. North
Young professionals and first time homebuyers

Strabane is known for its high quality, family-

can find sufficient housing choices in the

centered neighborhoods well connected to

Township. From a neighborhood and

the community’s schools, parks, and other

community-wide perspective, present and

amenities. As these neighborhoods age, land

future residents have options for housing

use decisions should focus on preserving these

mobility and to meet their desire to maintain

qualities while improving availability and

social connections throughout the various

connections to nearby services, recreational

stages of life.

facilities and adjacent neighborhoods.

ix

Expansion and impacts of non-residential
development
The Route 19 thoroughfare is a corridor of
commercial development through North
Strabane and offers the opportunity for
development to be focused along this
popular artery, but is also promoting fastmoving development throughout the entire
Township. The oil and gas industry has
become more prevalent in North Strabanerelated discussions as are the economic and
land development effects. Statistics show
that travel time to work has increased over
the last decade, but the workforce
opportunities within the Washington area are
continuing to grow.

x

P AR T 1 – R E F I NI N G T H E B L U E P R I N T
COMMUNITY VISION AND

Character

OBJECTIVES

North Strabane prides itself on the quality and
impact of the landscapes that exist within the

The Comprehensive Plan’s vision sets for the

community. The community’s natural, cultural

Township’s desire to realize the opportunities

and historic resources should be protected for

of sustaining its semi-rural character while

the benefit of future generations while

providing a network of neighborhood and

accommodating planned growth. Protecting

facilities that can continue to serve the

these desired characteristics will improve the

residents’ and region’s everyday needs and

community’s attractiveness, quality of life and

desires. By developing precise community

help create a distinct Township identity.

objectives, the Township establishes a
framework which responsibly guides future

Infrastructure

land uses, development patterns,
Public infrastructure is directly related to the

transportation facilities and resources.

types of development patterns that will occur.
In order to preserve the rural character in
areas of the Township, sewer and
transportation improvements should be
strategically planned with development
consequences in mind.

1

consideration and targeted attention remains

Land Use

an ongoing effort by North Strabane.
The Township has the opportunity to continue
Policy

its emphasis on quality single-family residential
development throughout the area. The

North Strabane is consistently evaluating the

anticipated focus of future development

costs of services and balancing that with the

activity is strongly guided by the Township’s

quality of what is delivered. Strategically

desire to retain its semi-rural character. The

written policies can be the framework that

methods for accommodating this can vary

allows North Strabane to continue achieving

where public infrastructure and a

its development goals and objectives.

corresponding road network are or are not
available.
Resources
In the course of the last decade, distinct and
fruitful focus has been placed on the natural
resources which enrich the Township. The of
care and preservation of these cherished,
unreplaceable resources is recognized to be
of great importance, and thus continued

2

LAND USE
In an effort to seek continued success into the

beginning to infringe upon this landscape.

coming decades, land use and housing

These suburban characteristics, coupled with

remain important aspects of community

lack of inadequate infrastructure, establish the

discussion and action. Upholding high quality

precedent for the Comprehensive Plan’s

community character is not just a planning

recommendation to limit development

concept, it is a valued frame of mind in the

intensities in the District. For future

context of a long-standing tradition of

development in the rural development district,

community distinction. Demographic trends

agriculture, very low-intensity residential and

will likely be significant influences shaping land

open space/recreation activity is

use-related discussions, while socio-economic

encouraged. However, where infrastructure

patterns will also shape what housing and

improvements and adequate traffic capacity

other developments are realized. The

are provided, limited low intensity

Township has the opportunity to further

development, in keeping with surrounding

customize its development review process to

rural landscape, may be able to be

align future conservation development types

supported.

with available and planned infrastructure and
Low-Intensity Residential

transportation capacities.

Located toward the center of the Township,

Rural Development

this planning district currently contains largeAs the Township’s largest Land Use district, the

lot and estate single-family residential

rural development planning district comprises

development and agriculture. To maintain

nearly 40% of the Township’s acreage.

this character, it is recommended that similar

Currently, development pressures and more

low-intensity residential uses or agriculture

suburban neighborhood patterns are

continue to be integrated into remaining

3

developable acreage throughout the area. If

and costs, the Township should consider

additional sewer and water improvements are

developing guidelines or incentives for more

constructed, minimal moderate-intensity

compact neighborhood patterns, such as

development could be pursued.

cluster development, that preserve sensitive
natural resources and open space. Cluster

Even with projecting additional low-intensity

development does not increase the overall

development, some of the 2-lane roads

density but permits smaller lot sizes and

(Waterdam and Thomas Roads) servicing the

frontage requirements which reduce the

interior of the area have and would continue

amount of road and infrastructure

to have insufficient traffic capacity based on

improvements needed to support the

the previous Comprehensive Plan’s detailed

development.

traffic analysis. One mechanism that was
Moderate – High Intensity Residential

proposed to alleviate future traffic congestion
was the construction of the North-South

One of the Township’s strengths is the

Connector through a portion of the district. If

affordability of its housing market. A majority

this Connector were pursued, it should be

of the community’s moderate- and higher-

aligned with opportunities that the PA

intensity developments are located within the

Turnpike presents.

moderate – high intensity residential district.
Encompassed by Routes 19 and Interstate 79,

Low - Moderate Intensity Residential

the district is generally composed of a mixture
As the Township’s infrastructure system and

of older and newer, single- and multi-family

capacity expand, low to moderate-intensity

residences. Based upon the existing pattern

development is being constructed in these

of development, existing road network

districts. The location and arrangement of

capacity and parcel accessibility, moderate-

homes and roads within this planning district

intensity residential neighborhoods should be

have often been constructed using a series of

established where opportunities for additional

cul-de-sacs to accommodate the rolling

or in-fill development permit.

topography and land determined to be most
Residents of this planning district noted during

conducive for development.

the comprehensive planning process that
The scale and character of future

Township park facilities are needed. Because

development within this planning district

a high concentration of the Township’s

should complement the District’s existing

population resides within this area, available

lower-intensity residential activity. Yet, to

land and parcel accessibility should also be

optimize infrastructure network alignments

evaluated and designated for neighborhood

4

Mixed Use Development

or community parks and open space where
and when opportunities arise. Moreover, given

The District’s topography is suitable for hosting

the increasing traffic volumes of Route 19,

a combination of various uses including light

additional commercial development should

industry, commercial, low- and moderate-

be discouraged within this district; the number

intensity residential development.

and frequency of driveways for development

Consequently, this planning district is

accessing Route 19 should be better

expected to become North Strabane’s

controlled through access management. The

“heart” or center. The District will host the

Township can incorporate into future

Township’s primary center of mixed-use

ordinances access management provisions

development providing employment,

that will decrease congestion and will

shopping and residential opportunities. This

enhance the Corridor’s safety.

mixed-use activity will require the careful
integration of residential and non-residential

Village Development

uses into individual or contiguous plans,
The pattern of development within the

properties or structures. An example of mixed-

community’s existing villages is an important

use development is a planned residential

identity for the Township to protect.

development that incorporates moderate-

Immediately west of Interstate 79 and

intensity residential lots adjacent to

adjacent to Canonsburg, this area is one of the

neighborhood office or retail uses.

Urban Growth Area’s largest concentrations of
traditional small-scale, high intensity, mixed-use
development. Although land availability limits
future opportunities for new construction,
future zoning should address for maintaining
development intensity and for integrating
in-fill neighborhood service/office uses
(i.e. accounting, architecture) within
residential activity.
Future zoning ordinance and density analyses
for this planning district should be customized to
accommodate the district’s non-conforming
uses, parcel setbacks, building coverage,
home occupations and flexible guidelines for
building rehabilitation.

5

Southwestern Pennsylvania and can broaden

Highway Commercial

the community’s tax base. Given the

Located along Route 19, the Highway

likelihood that regional traffic will contribute to

Commercial district encompasses moderate

this district, the Township should incorporate

intensity residential development, commercial

zoning and land development regulations to

services and the Meadows Racetrack. The

safeguard surrounding residential activity from

development pattern, intensity and highway

the traffic’s potential negative impacts. Such

accessibility of the existing land uses within the

regulations should, at a minimum, define

Highway Commercial district provides the

detailed guidelines for parcel accessibility,

opportunity for the addition of both regional

parking, buffer yards and lighting.

and/or community-scale commercial uses as
well as moderate-intensity residential activity.

Industrial

Potential non-residential expansion within this
The Industrial planning district serves as the

area, including continued racetrack-related

Rural Development planning district’s “spine.”

activity such as hotels or restaurants, will, in

This district’s topography and location

large, draw upon the population throughout

provides the opportunity for the community
to host a portion of the previously proposed
North-South Connector, if it were to occur,
and to extend sewer infrastructure to the
Township’s eastern landscape. Working with
the surrounding development patterns,
parcel accessibility and existing road
network, the Eastern Corridor’s proposed
land uses should include low-intensity light
industrial and agriculture activity. If

6

adequate sewer and water services are
constructed and traffic capacity is also
provided, the Township could pursue more
moderate-intensity development. No matter
if the Corridor remains “rural” or, with more
moderate-intensity development becomes
more “urban,” additional light industrial
activities should be compatible within the
Corridor. Zoning and land development
regulations should be drafted to recognize its
sensitive floodplain resources and provide
development flexibility where unique
characteristics exist.
Build-Out
Since the 2003 Comprehensive Plan, the
community has been able to realize the
impact of short-term decisions to the longterm development context. The build-out is
the long-term development view of the
community’s vacant land. The current buildout projections remain similar and the
Township is still working toward the same
general scenarios. In order to continue to
preserve and improve the Township’s physical
character, fiscal resources, traffic demands,
infrastructure needs and regional
opportunities, North Strabane will continue to
work toward responsibly developing
residential areas and diversifying nonresidential uses to broaden the community’s
economic base in the appropriate areas.
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LAND USE MAP
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INFRASTRUCTURE

preserve the rural character of the eastern
side of the Township, a No Service area has

The infrastructure of a community is a

been established and will only support rural to

significant control to its grow. Basic facilities,

very low intensity development.

like the roads, schools, parks, and sewer
systems are what a community relies on to

Public Sewer Analysis

function, and provides the fundamental
There are approximately 13,400 acres within

resources that every citizen needs. When

the Township that have existing sewer service.

focus is put upon expanding or improving

This is approximately 77% of the overall

infrastructure, success will follow. With

Township and is generally located along

changes in development patterns and

Route 19, Interstate 79, near the Meadows

intensity occurring over the past decade, the

Racetrack and in the northern portion of the

Township may have the opportunity to

Township where there are more intensive

evaluate and align its roadway classifications

residential development activities.

with its overall land use planning goals.
Expanding infrastructure leads the way to

Sewer Service Areas

population growth, while improving
infrastructure can lead to a more efficient

The Primary Service Area contains a majority

and prosperous locality.

of the community’s existing population and
employment opportunities. The Route 19 and

Since the 2003 Comprehensive Plan, the

Interstate 79 corridors have attached a

Township has continued to develop their

concentration of community and regional

Primary Service area further east. The

non-residential activity as well as of higher-

Secondary Service Area facilitates low

intensity residential development. The second

intensity development and helps to retain the

major factor shaping the Primary Service Area

Township’s rural character. In order to further

11

is that sewage infrastructure is available or
easily expandable for future growth. Given
the intricate network of existing public facilities
within the Primary Service Area, the western
half of the Township will continue to host the
community’s more intense development.
In contrast, the Secondary Service Area is
primarily distinguished by low-intensity
residential development patterns, more
limited non-residential activity as well as
minimal existing sewer and water service or
availability. Throughout the planning process,
the major influence shaping
recommendations for the Secondary Service
Area was the community’s desire to retain its
character of low development intensity. Thus,
in the future, low intensity residential and
nonresidential development is that support
but do not expand approved sewer projects
to date are encouraged within the Secondary
Service Area.
Since the 2003 Comprehensive Plan, the
Township has expanded its infrastructure
service areas. A No Service area on the
eastern-most portion of the Township is
proposed to maintain the rural character that
the Township wants to preserve. The No
Service area is approximately 4,000 acres and
will support rural to very low-intensity
development in the future.

12

SEWER SERVICE AREAS
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RESOURCES
Municipal Complex Feasibility Study

The amenities and natural resources are
important components in community

One of the major components of

character and are intrinsic to all aspect of

Comprehensive Plan feedback was the desire

community planning. The plan for community

to begin to identify the potential for the

open space, recreation and natural resources

Township’s future municipal administrative,

includes maintaining the resources and

public safety and services needs. As such, it is

amenities available to residents today while

recommended that they pursue feasibility

enhancing them by ensuring that residents

study analysis to construct a new municipal

can more easily access them by car, bike or

complex.

foot. As part of future resource
advancements, North Strabane is
encouraged to further develop ideas for
connectivity and wayfinding between
amenities, site enhancements and construct
thoughtfully designed improvements that
balance function, performance, and cost.
Civic Resources are the amenities providing
by the municipality that truly allow the
community to function. They are the public
and municipal buildings, the libraries, the
assembly halls, the parks and playgrounds,
the police stations, fire stations, and any other
resource provided by the municipality that
improves the quality of life of its citizens. North
Strabane knows the importance of its civic
resources and is constantly striving to
determine how best to enhance and expand
them so that the Township may continue to
serve its community to the same degree of
excellence.

15

Action 1: Establish an accepted plan for the

Purpose and Goals

new municipal complex through the feasibility
In conducting the study, the Township will

study; initiate facility funding strategy.

determine the scale and costs of applicable
improvements for its municipal administrative

Action 2: Finalize site drawings based on

and public safety/public works needs in order

building programming and obtain preliminary

to pursue the master planning of its municipal

permitting/approvals; finalize facility funding

complex. This study will lay out the strengths

strategy.

and drawbacks of the current facility, the
Action 3: Finalize permitting/approvals and

resources currently available, and ultimately

solicit bids for construction; begin

show the steps to a successful future facility. It

implementation of facility funding strategy.

will examine finances, implementation costs
and implementation strategies.

Action 4: Begin site and building construction;
finalize staffing needs; continue facility

In pursuing the feasibility study, a phased

funding strategy.

Action Plan should also be established to
realize the timeline of this planning and

Action 5: Finalize site and building

construction process. Key benchmarks are

construction.

recommended as follows:
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Public Safety Spatial Needs:

Phase 1: Review of Departmental
Requirements

x

Lobby

Phase 1 of the feasibility study, regardless of

x

Victim/Witness Interview room

whether North Strabane Township decides to

x

Women’s Restroom and Locker rooms

renovate their current building or build a new

x

Men’s Restroom and Locker rooms

x

Meeting/Training/Conference rooms

x

Offices (Chief, Court Officer, Sergeant,
Detective)

applicability and assessment of various

x

Patrol Equipment room

features will be examined through spatial and

x

Kitchen/Lunch room

x

Evidence Storage

one, will include a formal assessment of the
departmental requirements within the
municipality. It is anticipated that the

circulation assessments.

x

Building/Code Enforcement

x

Holding Cells

x

EMS

x

Vehicle garage

x

Finances

x

Janitor/Supply room

x

Fire Department

x

I.T./Server/Technology room

x

Municipal Authority

x

Mechanical Equipment room

x

Parks and Recreation

x

Planning Commission

x

Police Department

x

Lobby

x

Public Works

x

Women’s Restroom and Locker rooms

x

Recycling

x

Men’s Restroom and Locker rooms

x

Zoning/Development

x

Meeting rooms

x

Conference rooms

x

Offices

space needed for each entity based on

x

Secured Storage

current requirements, professional general

x

Kitchen/Break room

practice standards and predictable growth. A

x

Janitor/Supply room

list of recommended considerations for each

x

I.T./Server/Technology room

department are as follows but not limited to:

x

Mechanical Equipment room

Other Municipal Offices Spatial Needs:

The Township will need to evaluate each
department’s needs and the appropriate
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Phase 2: Evaluate Building and Site Options
Phase 2 of the feasibility study will evaluate
the components of the planning, design and
construction process that need to be
considered. To determine the needs of the
municipal complex, a feasibility study to
renovate and/or expand the current building
should be completed. In the event that the
existing building is determined inadequate for
the projected departmental spatial needs, a
study to build an entirely new facility on the
existing or a new site should also be
performed. These two different scenarios will
consider the same elements of the planning
process, listed below but not limited to:
1. The spatial needs determined for each
department
2. Parking capacity
3. Evaluation of current building/site and/or
determination of identifying other sites
with their associated capacities
4. Design services for proposed site plan
and floor plans
5. Utility preferences (i.e. geothermal vs.
traditional heating/cooling)
6. Probable estimate of design service costs
7. Probable estimate of construction costs
8. Probable estimate of operating and
maintenance costs for projected
department sizes, building expansion or
new building sizes

18

Community Facilities
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P AR T 2 - AC T I O N S F O R
I M P L E M E N T AT I O N
x

OVERVIEW

Conduct a feasibility study to
determine the scale and costs of

North Strabane is a community that is well-

applicable improvements for

connected to the rest of Washington County

municipal administrative and public

and the Greater Pittsburgh Area but retains a

safety/public works needs and pursue

distinctly rural feel, particularly away from the

Master Planning of the Municipal

fast-growing Route 19 corridor. Two of the top

Complex as appropriate.

priorities that the community identified to
maintain its quality of life are the effective

x

Engage and support initiatives that
improve regional transportation and

handling of increasing traffic volumes and the

public transit aimed at reducing the

evaluation of current development, building,

traffic volume in the Township and

and zoning codes to maintain the character

surrounding communities.

of existing neighborhoods. Enhancing
municipal facilities, improving infrastructure,
working more closely with the real estate and
business communities, and pursuing
sustainable practices were also considered
important Action Steps. The following is a
written explanation of the ideas that emerged
during the planning process and their
technical underpinnings.

High Priority:
Highest Priority:
x

x

Meet regularly with real estate

Evaluate existing zoning, land

professionals to provide municipal

development, building and

information and marketing materials.

maintenance codes to audit and

Compile and analyze data up-to-date

understand potential impacts of

trends in development/

construction and infill/redevelopment

redevelopment to maintain a current

and the balance between preserving

understanding of how Municipal

the integrity of the established

Codes and other government actions

neighborhoods and development areas.
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and regulations can impact

Moderate Priority:

development and redevelopment.
x

x

Coordinate Transit Oriented
Development projects and policies,

Continue to coordinate with the

including opportunities stemming from

Municipal Authority to improve

the Southern Beltway’s future

infrastructure services in targeted

construction, with neighboring

sewered areas through the installation

communities and identify ways to

of improvements.

leverage investment.
x

Consider incorporating elements of
x

green infrastructure such as pervious

programs/opportunities within the

pavement, pervious planting beds

community where adults and

and other stormwater collection

secondary education-age residents

strategies that could benefit from

can share their knowledge and

collection and detention facilities in

experience.

the design/construction projects.
x

Expand mentoring

x

Showcase sustainability in Township-

Promote meaningful, coordinated,
time-efficient volunteer opportunities

owned buildings and maintenance

and investments in the community.

effort pursuing one project per year at
the various municipal facilities.

x

Seek and pursue additional
community-based initiatives. Conduct
bi-annual workshops to collectively
review, discuss and solidify a list of
items for fiscal, physical and
administrative savings.
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x

Explore the feasibility and benefits of

expand available active and passive

other public-private investment

recreation facilities available to

opportunities within the community’s

residents and maximize space in the

business districts; pursue and follow-

community.

through with opportunities as they

x

arise.

Recognize the role of recreation
facilities as a community resource and

x

Actively participate in wet weather

continue to reach out to residents to

planning processes and allocate

determine how and to what extent

appropriate funds for Township-wide

their needs for and access to these

improvements; implement provisions

important resources are being met.

as required/necessary.
x

Update the Zoning Ordinance to
include regulations for alternative
energy sources such as CNG fueling
and electric charging stations and
solar and wind alternatives; determine
the applicability of realigning mixed
use development areas and
development approval processes for
identified special use/planned
development provisions.

x

Evaluate the economics and
environmental benefits of the
purchase of more energy efficient
equipment and vehicles, including the
conversion of existing vehicles to
natural gas.

x

Succeed in dialogue and working
together with the school district to

23

Other items that should be considered moving forward are located below in the matrix.

Action Plan Matrix

Time

Est.
Costs

a. Compile a list of senior citizens interested in sharing their time and talents with
youth in the Township today; expand upon/cooperate with emerging school
district inter-generational programs.

On-going

$

b. Work to increase youth/student volunteering opportunities.

On-going

$

Short-term

$

On-going

$

a. Optimize joint Municipal-School programming opportunities with school facilities

On-going

$

c. Schedule Municipal/School District events jointly to the greatest extent practical
respective of time to realize energy and operational savings.

On-going

$

Identify additional opportunities to cooperate with neighboring communities to grow
the region's economy and/or reduce expenses through shared services

On-going

$

Identify additional opportunities to cooperate with neighboring communities to grow
the region's economy and/or reduce expenses through shared services

On-going

$

A. Cooperation
Expand mentoring programs/opportunities within the community where adults and
secondary education-age residents can share their knowledge and experience.

Promote meaningful, coordinated, time-efficient volunteer opportunities and
investments in the community.
a. Improve the messaging on what volunteer opportunities are available and how
volunteer skills can be matched with relevant goals, objectives, ageǦfocus and
outcomes.
b. Publicize progress of volunteer time commitments/outcomes on a project
basis on all media fronts (print/television/online/
social media outlets/spoken).
Seek and pursue additional community-based initiatives.
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Time

Est.
Costs

Expand the landlord databases for commercial and residential properties to
strengthen avenues of communication and contact with landowners regarding
matters and effects of development condition, care and safety.

Immediate

$

Institute more frequent code enforcement throughout the Township to take a
proactive approach to maintenance.

Immediate

$$

Collect and compare data from performance benchmarks to understand current
patterns between housing, socio-economic and municipal services.

Short-term

$

Mediumterm

$

Short-term

$

B. Vitality

Conduct a community survey and meet with realtors to identify any gaps in
available housing options and non-residential options; use data to shape
opportunities for housing opportunities.

C. Connectivity
Prioritize and develop a work plan to complete a Road Safety Audit Study.

Implement the recommendations of the Road Safety Audit Study with emphasis on Long-term
pedestrian safety.
Increase bicycle safety with increased signage and markings by addressing areas
mentioned in the Road Safety Audit Study followed by increased signage
throughout the community.

$$$$

On-going

$$

Host bi-annual dialogues with PennDOT and transit providers to review ridership
information and identify adequacies/deficiencies of public transit services in the
community.

Short-term

$

Continue sponsoring and hosting initiatives in the public realm to highlight portions
of the community’s rights-of-way that are pedestrian-focused.

Short-term

$
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Time

Est.
Costs

Maintain street infrastructure at an "acceptable" Overall Condition Index (OCI)
rating throughout the next 20-year period as per the adopted Ordinance.

On-going

$$$$

Complete a Comprehensive Pedestrian and Bike Plan.

On-going

$$

Engage with regional organizations, efforts and government programs by hosting a On-going
sustainability workshop to promote sustainability and energy within the Township,
for example, the Sunshot Initiative.

$

Conduct outreach to businesses on sustainability by developing educational
materials to increase recycling by commercial users.

On-going

$

Enhance public safety and public works data management capabilities and
cooperate with others to create a mutual aid-equivalent for public works

On-going

$

On-going

$

Short-term

$$$

Continue to advance Township efforts that have been initiated and financial
On-going
commitments that have been made to address major community recreation facility
upgrades

$$$$

D. Systems

E. Resources
Prioritize needs for Township active and passive recreation facilities.
Evaluate the impacts and determine the course of action for constructing an offleash exercise area for dogs. Consider factors such as space for normal
interaction; secure fencing and gates; clean-up stations; water and shelter; and a
separate area for small dogs. Work towards the implementation of the desired
course of action.

Promote public/private partnerships related to recreation planning and
improvements to maximize recreation opportunities in a cost effective manner.
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Immediate

$

P AR T 3 - F AC T S AN D F I N DI N G S
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D E M O G R AP H I C S
DEMOGRAPHICS

Population
North Strabane shares a border with ten communities of varying size

Most regional communities have gained population and North Strabane has experienced the
highest percentage of population change

28

Age
Like most communities, North Strabane is getting older overall,

but the percentage of population that is school age (3+ years old) increased.

29

Housing
North Strabane added over 1,500 housing units between 2000 and 2010 – an average of 150 per
year.

North Strabane has experienced the highest percentage of increase in total housing units.

30

It is a community in the greater region that has one of the greatest percentages of newer
housing.

Between 2000 and 2010, housing occupancy rates have remained constant in North Strabane.
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Owner-occupied household size has not changed but renter-occupied household size has gone
down (so the rate of new households is faster than population change)

Between 2000 and 2010, renter occupancy rates have remained constant in North Strabane

32

A high percentage of householders moved in between 2000 and 2009

1-unit attached and detached homes dominate the Township more so than most other
communities in the region.

33

North Strabane is predominantly 1-unit attached or detached, single-family homes.

34

Education and Work
Travel time to work increased slightly for North Strabane residents between 2000 and 2010

Overall, educational attainment is increasing

35

Income
Household incomes are rising

The rise in household income is greater than the rise in the Consumer Price Index

36

Employment
Regionally, unemployment rates are higher but North Strabane’s rate remains low

North Strabane’s labor force is larger, with a higher percentage of employment

37

Industries employing North Strabane residents are changing

Industries employing a greater percentage of the workforce

38

Industries employing a smaller percentage of the workforce

39

Occupation
Occupation of North Strabane residents also changed between 2000 and 2010

40

SURVEY RESULTS
Survey Results

QUESTION 1:
Please rank the top three reasons why you selected North Strabane Township as your place of
residence. Of the three you choose, please identify the most important reason as “1”and least
important as “3”
Most Important

Important

Least Important

Closest/Distance to Family

39%

43%

18%

Sense of Community

21%

53%

26%

Housing Style Available

24%

39%

37%

Proximity to Employment

40%

45%

15%

Lot Size

36%

51%

13%

Resale Value of Property

41%

41%

18%

Advice of Friend or Employer

0%

21%

79%

Recreation Facilities

14%

49%

37%

Schools

54%

31%

15%

Character of the Community

38%

55%

8%

QUESTION 2:
In general, are you satisfied with the Township as a place to live? Please check one.
Very Satisfied

50%

Satisfied

35%

Neutral

6%

Dissatisfied

5%

Very Dissatisfied

2%

Not Applicable

2%
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QUESTION 3:
HOW MANY MILES DO YOU TRAVEL FOR THE FOLLOWING GOODS AND SERVICES? PLEASE CHECK
THE APPROPRIATE BOX. PLEASE LEAVE BLANK IF YOU DO NOT TYPICALLY UTILIZE THE EXITING
GOOD/SERVICES LISTED.
0-3

3-5

5-10

10-15

15+

Convenience Store

75%

25%

0%

0%

0%

Grocery

45%

29%

24%

2%

0%

Neighborhood Deli or Cafes

49%

38%

13%

0%

0%

Up-scale Restaurants

24%

31%

24%

9%

11%

Fast-Food

59%

24%

15%

2%

0%

Small Scale Retail Stores

25%

38%

34%

4%

0%

Large Scale Retail Stores

10%

34%

48%

8%

0%

Professional Services

21%

31%

29%

15%

4%

Personal Services

41%

34%

18%

3%

3%

Medical Services

31%

36%

23%

5%

5%

Employment

15%

17%

23%

8%

37%
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QUESTION 4:
Communities can plan for different land uses with laws, ordinances and other regulatory tools.
Do you think North Strabane Township should plan for the following uses in the areas where you
live/work, where infrastructure and road access are adequate? Please check your level of
support for each of the uses that North Strabane Township could possibly plan to accommodate
or encourage commercial uses.
Really

No

Do Not

Really

No

Want

Want

Need

Want

Do Not

Opinion

Store

2%

11%

71%

2%

13%

2%

Grocery

18%

16%

52%

0%

11%

2%

Restaurants

8%

35%

44%

0%

10%

3%

Small Scale Retail

3%

21%

61%

0%

8%

6%

Large Scale Retail

6%

11%

55%

3%

23%

2%

Personal Services

0%

16%

70%

0%

10%

3%

Gasoline Station

2%

6%

73%

2%

16%

2%

No

Do Not

Really

No

Convenient

Professional/

QUESTION 5:
Residential Uses
Really

Townhouses

Want

Want

Need

Want

Do Not

Opinion

0%

2%

46%

10%

34%

8%

7%

16%

47%

7%

10%

13%

0%

10%

40%

15%

26%

10%

One Level
Living
Concentrated
Development
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QUESTION 6:
Industrial uses
Really

No

Do Not

Really

No

Want

Want

Need

Want

Do Not

Opinion

or Assembly

3%

11%

37%

13%

26%

10%

Warehousing

2%

6%

44%

13%

26%

10%

Light Manufacturing

QUESTION 7:
How often do you or others in your household use the North Strabane Township Municipal Park?

At least once a week

5%

Once or twice a week

15%

One to three times a month

33%

Four to twelve times a year

18%

Three times a year or less

20%

We do not utilize the parks or recreation fields

10%

QUESTION 8:
Which park facility do you visit most often?

North Strabane Township Park

90%

Alexander Park

0%

McDowell lane complex

4%

Recreation facility within your development

6%
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QUESTION 9:
Do you support using laws or regulations (such as ordinances) to protect and improve
development?

Really want more/new regulations

8%

Want more/new regulations

13%

No need

42%

Do not want more/new regulations

18%

Really do not want more/new regulations

8%

No Opinion

11%

QUESTION 10:
When you move to your next home, do you think you will be able to find a home in North
Strabane Township that fits your needs?

Yes, I believe so

58%

No, I don’t think so

11%

I’m not sure

20%

My next move will be out of the Township

11%
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